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While organizations are embracing mobility to give employees the freedom to work on the move, 

security of sensitive corporate data residing on these devices becomes an important concern. 

Mobile theft, confidential data leaks by employees, using corporate phones for personal use are 

some of the quotidian issues that companies face and lack solution to tackle them

 61% of workers report working 
from outside their o�ces at least 

part of the time

1 in 5 organisations report to 
have su�ered a security breach 

involving a mobile device

 37% companies have admitted 
that there is no real-time visibility 

of cyberattacks on mobile 
devices
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IS YOUR CORPORATE DATA SAFE IN A MOBILE
ENVIRONMENT?

How do you keep personal and corporate 
data independent on mobile phones to 
prevent  data transfers to undesirable 
destinations? 

How can you predict and control 
anomalous behaviour to stop an 
impending data breach and proactively 
react to the situation?

Do you have the ability to enforce storage 
encryption for corporate data incase of 

mobile thefts or unintentional data leaks? 

Do you have the ability to control mobile 
applications such as disabling bluetooth, 

Wi-fi, network etc. when in a high 
security zone?
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MOBSEC : AN ALL-ENCOMPASSING SOLUTION
FOR MOBILE SECURITY
Mobsec, is a cutting-edge mobile security solution that  enables CIOs/CISOs and business owners 
to manage, monitor and secure remote devices in order to achieve flexible work environment and 
secure ecosystems. A comprehensive product, it is built on three most powerful pillars of data 
security: 

PREVENT DATA LEAKAGE FROM MOBILE ENDPOINTS

Mobsec fortifies company data on mobile devices while giving the freedom to users to work 
on the move. 

REDUCE OPERATIONAL COSTS WITH MDM 

MobSec’s Mobile Device Management (MDM) gives you full control to configure settings of all 
mobile devices in which it is installed. This in turn reduces operational costs while optimizing 
functionality and security of communications taking place through handheld.

IDENTIFY MALICIOUS BEHAVIOUR PROACTIVELY

Mobsec’s multilayered data trapping technology helps in detecting anomalous employee 
behaviour by separating our strange shifts in otherwise regular behavioural patterns thereby 
filtering out the false positives and bringing out the most important results for analysis.  
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CONTROL MOBILE DEVICES WITH MOBSEC’S
UNIQUE FEATURES

CONTAINERIZATION

Secure company’s intellectual property by 
using containerization that isolates corporate 

data from personal data on mobile
phones.

COMPATIBLE BUSINESS APPS

Use Mobsec’s business specific apps that 
allows you to open documents, excels, 

images, presentations and more in a fully 
secured environment. 

DATA ENCRYPTION

Execute safe data transfers by enabling data 
encryption on mobile phones. Even in case of 

unintentional mobile theft, data encryption 
ensures that data is secured. 

CONTROL MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Enable/disable mobile applications such as 
bluetooth, Wi-Fi, camera etc. in specific locations 

and stipulated time periods. 
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MOBSEC CAPABILITIES

DISCOVER
Discover all kinds of sensitive data residing at various places within the organization that 
can possibly lead to compromise

DETECT
Detect and monitor fragments of sensitive data that are tried to be sent out of the 
organization via mobile phones to unsolicited viewers

ANALYSE
Analyse every piece of data that is being sent out by your employees through mobile 
phones based on predefined patterns, keywords or phrases and logic flows

ALERT
Receive Email, SMS and Desktop Notifications based on serious incidents occurring 
within the network and maintain actionable intelligence about every incident including 
the system where the crime occurred and who committed the crime

CONTROL
Based on predefined policies, activate MobSec to lock down specific channels or 
activities if any act of sensitive data exfiltration is detected thereby mitigating damage 
to the organization
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KEY BENEFITS

EMBRACE MOBILITY WITH MAXIMUM SECURITY

You worry less about productivity of remote employees, roaming workforce or employees 
e�ectively working from their homes. It completely eliminates the concept of out of sight and out of 
mind. Rest assured, your data stays protected in their laptops.

ENABLE EMPLOYEE FORENSICS

Employee usage statistics can be very beneficial when reviewing  employees for performance, 
productivity, cost, or reprimand.

MORE VISIBILITY ON EMPLOYEE ACTIVITIES

Establish better control over employees who are on resignation notice period and have completely 
transparency over their activities during this sensitive timeline.
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KEY BENEFITS

WORRY LESS ABOUT LOST CORPORATE DEVICES

MobSec MDM platform will enable security teams to quickly remove confidential corporate 
information from lost devices, regardless of location.

EMPLOY DISCIPLINED WORKFLOWS

Control and direct what applications are allowed and which are restricted.  Remote monitoring of 
mobile devices will continue to ensure corporate security is not jeopardized by unauthorized apps

ENSURE BETTER COMPLIANCE

MobSec MDM enables security teams to remotely manage passwords to ensure that information is 
protected at all times.
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CONTACT US FOR
FREE TRIAL

CONTACT US FOR A FREE TRIAL 

 VISIT OUR MOBSEC PAGE
https://dataresolve.com/mobsec/

Call +91 92666 03983

TO SPEAK WITH OUR CYBER
SECURITY CONSULTANT

Email ask@dataresolve.com

OUR WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
India (Noida, Mumbai, Bangalore) 
UAE (Dubai)

DATA RESOLVE TECHNOLOGIES HEAD OFFICE

G-30, Third Floor, Sector-3,
Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301, INDIA
Phone: +91-9266603983

ABOUT DATA RESOLVE TECHNOLOGIES
Data Resolve Technologies is an IIT Kharagpur incubated startup, 
focused towards building futuristic products for Insider Threat 
Management and Employee Monitoring for mid-sized and large 
enterprises. We enable CIOs/ CISOs and business managers to 
monitor and predict employee behaviour and report any anomalous 
intentions detected, helping them build a secure ecosystem and 
increasing employee productivity.
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